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THE  MEDIEVAL HALL.  THE  BASIS  OF  SECULAR DOMESTIC LIFE,

600-1600  AD. Michael Thompson. 1995.  ScolaI  Press, Aldershot and  Vermont,

£29.50. ISBN [-85928-081-1

This is the first modern general survey in English of the medieval hall, the  ‘huge
structures  that  dominated  medieval  domestic life at the higher levels of society’.
M.W. Thompson’s own career has been much shaped by them (or their modem

successors as school and college halls) and  a  lifetime’s  _study as an inspector of
ancient monuments of surviving remains  from  ‘traces in the ground or mere
foundations, as ruins or buildings standing to full  height’.  The result is  a  lively
per_sonal but authoritative and well-illustrated account, chiefly based on English
evidence but with a strong comparative dimension, if only to set off the apparent
particularities  of English developments (notably the predominance and persistexice

of ground-floor halls, open rooves and  central  hearth) against those of the  nearer
continent (where the first-floor hall, lateral fireplaces and ceiled moves, or a whole

hierarchy of superimposed halls became faghionable by the end of the Middle
Ages), though  the  book  begins intriguingly by seeking to  define  its subject by

discussing more exotic possible parallels.  These  include ancient Greek, Samoan
and British Columbian buildings which superficially appear to perform the same
role, for in Thompson’s  View  it is not the physical structure  itself  (since as
demonstrated, comparable buildings can be found in several different civilisations)
but  ‘the  function and purpose it fulfilled in  society that created’ the medieval hall.

For if  a hall  in general terms can be defined as ‘any large building “or room
in which people assemble’, it is the purpose for which they assemble  that
appears critical in distinguishing the medieval great hall. Hence, in western
European tradition, it is the emergence in the early Middle  Ages  at the heart of
the domestic life of powerful individuals  -  kings or aristocrats  — of  a  hall
which is  used  ‘by his  authority’ by those who are ‘mcmbers of his household or
his  guests’ that  gives the hall its specific character and purpose: to sustain the

distinct aristocratic way of life .of  a  private individual and his  immediatefamily

and entourage. This purpose remained largely unchanged  in essentials for  a

thousand years until evolving fashions  (especially the desire for greater
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comfort and privacy) together with new economic, political and  social

conditions led to the disintegration of the male-dominated, still largely
peripatetic, noble medieval household.

Thompson’s  work' 15 thus  not  only a commentary on the physical development
of the great hall from early exemplars  like  timber-framed Ycavering to its last
major manifestations in Tudor and early Stuart England, via the monastic frater,
the castle hall of the high Middle Ages and the Wealden house, but  also a
commentary on  social  change and imitation. Since one of the  major themes  is the
way in which the living patterns of the great are diffused downwards to the point
where today for most of us the only reminder of the position the  medieval  hall once
enjoyed in domestic  life  is that miniscule entrance  space  we still call  ‘hall’.  It is  a
fascinating, well-told story, drawing not only on surviving archaeological and
architectural remains but with an ample leavening of historical and literary '
evidence beginning with Bede and  Beowulf.

Of particular interest to Ricardians will be the  example  of Gainsborough Old
Hall  (cf.  pp. 171-5), though  the problems  posed  by the conflicting historical record
(its alleged destruction in the  attack  on Sir  Thomas  Burgh by his jealous
Lancastrian neighbours in 1470) and the dendrochronological evidence (which
shows  that  parts of the surviving hall  predate  this  episode) is not finally resolved.*
If the occasional slightly deprecating note  creeps in (for instance, the ‘small round

keeps' of  Philip Augustus, p. 96, while  ‘Seine  Maritime’ has long replaced  ‘Seine

Inférieure’, p. 37) and the contrast between England and the  confluent  appears
sometimes to  this  reviewer to be too starkly drawn, this  may be  because  my
experience is of  a  region (western France, Brittany in  panicular) where the  salle, at
both  ground and first-floor level and above, retains its central architectural and
social significance until the Renaissance as halls do in England. More  detailed
local  work is  thus  needed before  some suggested contrasts  are accepted in their
entirety. Nevertheless, as  a  survey of current thinking about  the medieval English
hall  and its long-term  evolution, this  work is  both  highly welcome and enjoyable to
read.

MICHAEL JONES

*  For more detail of recent work on this fascinating house see, R.E. Howard,

‘Tree-Ring Dating of Oak Samples  from  the Great Hall, Solar  and East Wing of
Gainsborough Old Hall’ (Ancient  Monuments  Laboratory Report 160/87);
Vernacular Architecture  18 (1987), 53-4 and  Gainsborough  Old  Hall, ed. Phillip

Lindley (Occasional Papers in Lincolnshire History and Archaeology 8, 1991).

Felling dates of  between  1453-85 were obtained for  timbers  from the Great Hall!
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THE  MILITARY CAMPAIGNS  OF THE  WARS  OF THE  ROSES.  Philip A.

Haigh. 1995. Alan  Sutton  Publishing Ltd., Stroud, £18.99 . ISBN 0-7509-0904-8

Most recent  books  that  concentrate on the purely military aspects of the Wars of

the  Roses have focused  on particular battles, for example those on Barnet and

Tewkesbury, Bosworth,  Stoke  and Towton  that  have already appeared in  this
series from Alan Sutton. Philip Haigh’s  book is an account of all the battles and

their campaigns, andin this respect it is different. It is  not, however, the first book

to do this and one must therefore, immediately take issue with the  author’s

prefatory claim that it is (p. xiii). Rather more irksome are the publisher’s

hyperbole on the  dust  jacket:  ‘this book  is unique’ and A.W. Boardman’s

foreword for its similar predilection for the word  ‘unique’!  Indeed, the publisher

could  have  done rather more to enhance  this  publication: some of the illustrations

— which are exclusively black and white — are rather drab, and the  ‘specially
commissioned maps and  diagrams’ are generally uninspiring. Publishers are

apparently spending more on glossy, eye-catching dust  jackets  as here, possibly at

the  cost  of savings on the contents. At £18.99 (sic) marketing ploys and

production  costs considerations are not  hard  to detect. ‘

But what of  Haigh’s  work itself? Has he achieved an accurate account, to

paraphrase his own question? In the main, the answer has to be  that  we do not

know.  This  is for two reasons. First, our primary sources give us precious little on

which we can rely, seducing the historian, including Haigh, into the quicksands of

reconstructions. Second, Haigh makes  little attempt to cite  what  evidence we do

have, for the endnote system has on average three or four abbreviated references

per chapter, and none at all for four chapters, so does not disclose adequately what

is probable  fact  and  what  is modern hypothesis. Certainly the educated reader may

distinguish  these  for himself, but he should not have to if the  book  is aimed at him

as well as the popular market. Similarly the bibliography is selective rather than

comprehensive, there being no allusion to  a  number of important sources or

leading modern works, such as Goodman’s  Wars  of the  Roses  or  Dockray’s  and

Knowles’ article on Wakefield in the  Ricardian  in 1992.  Haigh’s  work is

consequently not primarily academic in nature: it is an interpretation and  synthesis

based on only a  portion of the sources and earlier expositions  — and not necessarily

the best ones  either.

The book has its  fair  share of simple, factual errors.  Thus  in the first paragraph

of chapter one, Edmund Beaufort of Somerset appears as the son, rather than the

grandson, of John of  Gaunt, with  a  claim to the throne  ‘legalized  by an Act of

Parliament’, though  Haigh omits to add  that  in 1407 Henry IV  specifically
excluded the Beauforts from the royal succession.  Next, ‘... on 1 March  1452, [the

Duke of York] encamped on Blackheath ...’ (p. 5) is not quite right, since York
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arrayed his forces at Crayford that day, only riding to  Blackheath  to  parley with the
king on the third. Hotspur is credited with the  title  Earl of Northumberland (p. 7),
and Salisbury and Warwick included as Fauconberg’s in laws (p. 10). In the
chapter on Wakefield, Lord Nevill is described as Salisbury’s  uncle; a Duke of
Buckingham is killed at  Towton  (pp. 60, 63) and Sir Henry Bourchier given the
title  of Earl of Sussex in his first appearance on p. 136. I Was particularly baffled  as
to why Henry VII  ‘commissioned  Lord  Strange  to  take  over the wardenship of the
Northem Welsh marches’ for fear of James 1]] of Scotland (p. 166).

Some  of these slips could have been eradicated by careful proof reading, as
could irritating spelling mistakes  as with  Delappé  Abbey and  Marsham  on the
diagrams and map (pp.  26-27  and  174); Lords  Benners  (p.  47),  Ferries  (p. 159) and
Sir William  Catesbury (p. 163). Perhaps a little more critical attention to detail
might also  have  led to rethinking the  size  of  some  of the armies  — always  a  thorny
area — and the improbable tactic attributed to Fauconberg at  Towton  (p. 61) that  his

soldiers  left  ‘some of the Lancastrian arrows in the snow to act as obstacles for the
oncoming enemy’.

For all the above reasons, The  Military Campaigns...  does not compare

favourably with earlier works in  this ‘battles’ series from Alan  Sutton.  Having said
this, it is  a  good  read. The cut and thrust, the marching, fighting and dying never

fail  to excite, and Haigh relates this narrative briskly and attractively, infecting his
readers with his own palpable enthusiasm.

JAMES PETRE

‘u
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Notes  on  Contributors

Julia Bofi'ey (QMW, University of London) currently has a British Academy
Research Readership to work on a collaborative revision of The  Index  of Middle
English  Verse.

Michael  Jones.  Professor of Medieval French History at the University of
Nottingham. He recently published  a  selection of his articles as The  Creation  of
Brittany and, with Patrick Galliou, The  Bretons.

James  Petre  M.A. (London), B.A. (Wales), is a Chartered Secretary
currently working for the Institute of Legal Executives. He has  been  a member
of the  Society since 1967.

Livia Visser-Fuchs  1s working on the literary background and propaganda of
Anglo-Burgundian relations of the Yorkist period.

Instructions to  Contributors to the  Ricardian
Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the aims of the Society.
These  may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good  contrast) or
by line drawings. All contn'butions, including letters, must  be typewritten, with
double spacing and  adequate  margins, on one side of the paper  only.  Permission
must  be obtained for the use of copyright material, but  this  is not usually necessary
for short quotes. References and footnotes  must  be given in one sequence at the
end of the article. Details need not be given in full for second and subsequent
references to the  same  source.  They must  take  the form of the following examples:
R. Horrox and P. W.  Hammond eds., British Library Manuscript  433, 4  vols.,
Upminster and London 1979-83, vol. 1, pp. 45-6.
Daniel Williams, ‘The  hastily drawn up will of William  Catesby Esquire, 25
August 1485’, Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical  Society Transactions,
vol. 51 (1975-6), p. 48.
Anyone interested in taking display advertisement  space — full, half or quarter page
-  or in placing an insert should  contact  the Editor. (Classified advertisements
should be  sent  to the Editor of the Bulletin).
Contributions  for_the  June  1996  Ricardian  must  reach Miss Anne Sutton, 17
Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London N1  6LD, by 31 March. Articles should
be sent well in advance. Further advice on presentation may be obtained from the
editor.
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RICHARD [[1 AND YORKIST HISTORY TRUST

The  Crowland Chronicle

Continuations 1459-1486
edited by Nicholas Pronay and John Cox

This  book  contains the two continuations of the Crowland Chronicle covering the years
1459  to  1486. These  are  major sources for the reigns of Edward IV and Richard III and
include information  found nowhere  else. Most of the material was  written  by an intelligent
and well educated man who was an eye witness of  some of the  events he describes.

The  Latin text  with an English translation is given. The  valuable introduction  discusses
all  aspects of the chronicle including the  fascinating problem of the identity of the  author.

Published  1986,  207 pages.

Special price  to  Members  of the Richard III Society, £16.50, including p&p., from the
Sales  Office, PO. Box  247, Haywards Heath,  W.  Sussex RH17  SFF.  Cheques  to be
made  payable  to Richa_rd 111 Society.

Price  to  Non-Members, £30 including post  and packing,  from  Alan  Sutton Publishing
Ltd., Phoenix Mill, Far Thrupp, Stroud, Glos. GL5 ZBU.  Cheques  to be payable to
Alan  Sutton  Publishing Limited.

Bicardian Indexes
Comprehensive  author and subject indexes to articles, notes and reviews in all
issues of The  Ricardian.
1979-1984,  volume  V  and VI £1
1985-1987, volume VII £1.25
1988-1990, volume VIII £1.75
1991-1993, volume IX £2

Prices include postage and packing. Cheques  payable  to the Richard III  Society.
From:  Sales Office,  PO Box  247,  Haywards Heath, West  Sussex RH17  SFF.

Binders  for The  Ricardian  are available in blue leathercloth, gold tooled.
Each holds 12  Ricardians  (1  volume).  £4.25 incl. p&p. from Sales Office, PO.

Box  247, Haywards Heath, W.  Sussex  RH17 5FF. Cheques in sterling only, to
be payable to Richard III Society. Overseas members to add 10% to cover
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RICHARD  III,
CROWN  AND  PEOPLE

Edited James  Petre

A collection  of the  most useful  and  interesting articles  that appeared  in The  Ricardian
from 1975  to 1981.  Many of  them  have  been revised and  extended  in the light of recent
research. Subjects include an edition of the  Chancery warrants  1483-5, the
administration of  justice  by Richard  III, North, South  and Richard III, the  King’s

relations with Oxford, Gloucester and  Southwark, Richard’s  illegitimate children, the

transmission of the  news  of the  Tudor  landing in  1485, the pre-contract, John  Howard

as ‘murderer' of the Princes, biographies of William  Colyngboume, John Harcourt, Sir
Robert Percy, John  Kendale and  many other  contemporaries.

Illustrated (15 plates, 2  in colour). 462 pages.

Special price  to  Members £16.50, including p&p., from  the  Sales  Office,
PO. Box  247, Haywards Heath, W.  Sussex  RH17  5FF. Overseas  members  to

add 10% to  cover  surface  mail charge. Cheques to be in sterling only and
payable  to Richard III Society.

RICHARD 111 AND YORKIST HISTORY TRUST

York House Books

1461-1490
Edited by Lorraine Attreed

The York  House Books  are  some  of the  most  important  documents found  in English
town  archives.  This  new edition is the  first  ever  complete  transcript of  books  1-6 of  this
valuable  source, together with a full  introduction and  much  additional material from
the York archives.
_  All  aspects  of medieval  town  life are illustrated, royal visits, proclamations,

political  events  in the  Wars  of the  Roses, local bye-laws and  craft  regulations, and
arrangements  for the performances of the York  mystery plays.

The House  Books also  present an unparalleled view of Richard  Duke  of
Gloucester, York’s  greatest  patron, both  before and after his accession to the throne.

Two volumes. Illustrated. 800 pages.
Special  price to Members of the Richard HI  Society.  £43 the  set, £27 the volume,
including p.&p. from  Sales Office, PO Box  247, Haywards Heath, West  Sussex  RH17
SFF.  Cheques  to be  payable  to Richard III Society.  Overseas  Members to add 10% for
postage.
£82 the set only, including p.&p. to Non-Members, from Alan  Sutton  Publishing Ltd.,
Phoenix  Mill, Far  Thrupp, Stroud, Glos. GL5 ZBU.  Cheques  to be payable to  Alan
Sutton  Publishing Limited.
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RICHARD III AND YORKIST HISTORY TRUST
The  Household Books  of

John Howard, Duke  of  Norfolk,
1462-1471, 1481-1483

With an Introduction by Anne Crawford
This  volume  contains  transcripts of the households books, the record of the  money
received and dispensed by Howard and his  family and household officers.  They throw
light on the administration of John Howard’s  estates  and his domestic expenditure on
his household,  food, clothing and  even  his  tavern  entertainment. Contains  a  new
introduction discussing his life and career and an appendix of newly transcribed
related documents. The first  index  of  names  to  these  important documents.
Long unavailable except  in rare  nineteenth century editions of which  these  are
repn'nts, printed four original pages to one new page.

Frontispiecc, 368  pages
Special pn’cc  to members of the Richard III  Society £29.50 including post  and packing
from  Sales Office, PO Box  247, Haywards  Heath, West  Sussex RH17  SFF.  Cheques
to be  payable  to the Richard 111 Society.  Overseas members  to add 10% for postage.
Price to  non-members £48, including post  and packing, from Alan  Sutton  Publishing
Ltd., Phoenix  .Mill, Far Thrupp, Stroud, Gloucestershire GL5  2BU. Cheques  to be
payable  to Alan  Sutton Publishing Ltd.

Livia Visser-Fuchs, Edward IV’s ‘memoir  on  paper’ to  Charles, Duke  of

Burgundy:  the  so-called ‘Short Version  of the  Arrival’, Nottingham

Medieval Studies, volume  37, 1992, pages 1-53.

The career of the signet letter which described Edward  IV’s  successful

campaign to  recover  his throne in  1471:  discusses who wrote the  text  and why,

and how it was used, copied, translated, expanded, illuminated and maligned.

Illustrated with black and white photographs of contemporary miniatures of

the battles of  Barnet  and Tewkesbury and the killing of Edward of Lancaster

that  have not been published before.

Off-prints  available at  £2.50  incl. p.&.p. from the  Sales  Officer,

P  O  Box  247, Haywards  Heath, W. Sussex  RH17  5FF. Overseas members to

add 10% to  cover  surface  mail  charges. Cheques to be in sterling only and

payable  to Richard III Society.
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